
SHOWA SOLUTIONS

OUR PHILOSOPHY AT SHOWA

SHOWA’s global Technical Services and Customer Service are available 
to answer any outstanding questions and give you the peace of mind in 
making your selection. SHOWA has Research and Development, Technical 
and Product Management teams strategically placed across the globe for 

immediate support.

As a premium service, SHOWA offers a free comprehensive analysis of 
your chemical-resistant glove usage, for example to help with the latest 
EN 374 compliance requirements. You receive a detailed report with glove 
recommendations based on their hazardous chemical usage. This program 
is designed to give the most cost-effective analysis and complete coverage 

of EN 374 requirements.

“Our mission is to protect workers needing hand protection whilst
enhancing their ability to perform a multitude of tasks, keeping hands

safe during and after work, SHOWA provides highly performing, durable
and innovative solutions thanks to a corporate philosophy of investing in
research and development to introduce the next generation of innovative
hand protection improving user comfort, premium safety and satisfaction”.
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KNOW YOU’RE PROTECTED

CHEMICALS 
TESTED

300



KNOW YOU’RE
PROTECTED

NO assumptions are allowed while
dealing with hazardous chemicals.

The risks associated with chemical substances
are numerous and their contact with the skin can
cause burns, dermatitis, irritation and intoxication.
The skin can be greatly damaged by such contact
and wearing gloves is the only barrier that prevents   
hazardous contact with chemicals.

Chemical hazards are not confi ned to the chemical
industry. Many people in a variety of sectors are faced
with chemical risks when handling oils, acids and
solvents. This can be while working either on drilling   
platforms, drawing mud, oil and benzenes from the   
sea bed, or in refi neries where chemicals are even   
more prevalent.

Selecting the right chemical resistant glove for
the job just got a lot easier with the launch of
our redesigned, improved, and updated ChemRest   
website, the original and best-in-class Chemical    
Resistant Glove Directory.

Supported by our global network of manufacturing,
research, and safety specialists, www.ChemRest.com
off ers expert analysis on over 300 chemicals.

“In a couple of clicks I can fi nd exactly what I am looking for!” 
– Gloria from TN

 
“ChemRest has the largest chemical data base that I have ever seen!” 

– Isaac from NY

HOW TO USE CHEMREST

STEP 5:
Register for your free account and download    
your chemical data.

STEP 4:
See results for the related chemical information and the 
breakthrough time that it will take the selected chemical to 
reach your hand through the glove.

STEP 3:
Select the chemical, product, or CAS and hit search 
(multiple chemicals can be selected at once).

STEP 2:
Search for either 1) the chemical name or CAS number you 
are interested in or 2) the glove you are using.

STEP 1:
Visit ChemRest.com then select your location and language.

FIND THE 
RIGHT GLOVE

ChemRest.com is the world’s fi rst free, 
comprehensive chemical resistant research guide 
for hand protection.It features a user-intuitive 
navigation, an enhanced chemical search and the 
ability to compare various gloves against each 
other. Safety professionals can benefi t from: 

1. User-friendly chemical directory with   
300 chemicals available

2. Free (on demand) testing for    
additional chemicals

3. Access to expert chemical data and   
resources in one place

4. Dedicated technical support

5. Cost-eff ective hand protection solution  
thanks to the accurate chemical glove   
selection and recommendation

30%
of hand injuries are caused 
by wearing the wrong glove

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2012


